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NOTE FROM THE AUTHORS

A Note From the Authors

The makers of the conversation review and support QA 
tool Klaus have focused their careers on bringing quality 
into companies’ customer-facing interactions. Here’s 
your chance to learn everything they know about support 
Quality Assurance from this compact yet comprehensive 
handbook.

From explaining why CSAT is not a perfect quality 
measure to providing best practices on conversation 
review scorecards, this book is packed with helpful 
guidance on how to superpower your team and, by that, 
boost your business results.

Whether you’re an experienced conversation reviewer 
or new to support QA, we hope you enjoy exploring the 
world of customer service quality with us.

Yours purrrly,
Valentina & Martin
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Conversation Reviews
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CONVERSATION REVIEWS

Conversation reviews are a systematic means of providing internal feedback on 
customer service interactions. It’s the most efficient way to improve the quality 
of support and keep it high, even as companies and teams grow.

Regular feedback is the quickest method for getting all agents to the same level. 

By evaluating interactions against the same criteria, customer service teams are 
able to provide an even level of support, regardless of the agent approached or 
communication channel used.

What are
Conversation Reviews?

of executives say that improving 
customer experience is one of their 
organization’s top priorities.93%

of customers are frustrated with 
getting different treatment from 
channel to channel.58%
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CONVERSATION REVIEWS

Reviewers analyze support agents’ interactions across all support platforms like email, 
live chat, and phone calls. They rate those conversations in predefi ned categories and 
leave comments to help agents improve their performance.

Most companies assess agents’ product knowledge and the level of empathy 
expressed in customer interactions. However, conversation review rating categories 
can vary from company to company, depending on their customer service goals.

Support teams use the feedback they’ve received as a basis for self-development to 
boost their professional growth. Conversation reviews also provide excellent input 
for regular 1:1 meetings and it’s one of the most eff ective means of onboarding new 
agents.

So… what would

you like to talk

about?

of support teams review product 
knowledge, correct solutions, and 
empathy in conversation reviews.62%
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Conversation Reviews vs Quality Assurance
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Why you shouldn’t call it
Quality Assurance

In essence, the aim of conversation reviews is to assure quality in customer 
service. However, “conversation reviews” is the preferred term for customer 
service “quality assurance” (QA). Here’s why.

1. QA FOCUSES ON THE OUTCOME, NOT THE PROCESS ITSELF 

Semantics matters, especially when you’re worried about your team taking internal 
evaluations as negative criticism. “QA” centers around achieving high performance 
indicators and reinforces this problem, while “conversation reviews” shift focus to the 
process of giving feedback, which is usually seen as a positive concept.

With proper internal feedback, the quality of your customer service is guaranteed to 
improve anyway. Instead of stressing about low CSAT, NPS, or other customer service 
metrics, focus on the process of helping agents excel in their jobs.

it’s better. 
trust me, i’m a cat

CONVERSATION REVIEWS VS QUALITY ASSURANCE



2. THE TERM “QUALITY ASSURANCE” CARRIES NEGATIVE CONNOTATIONS

There’s nobody looking over agents’ shoulders trying to spot any mistakes your 
support team makes, though that’s what “QA” sounds like for many people. 
Conversation reviews are about helping agents become better at what they’re doing 
through constructive feedback. Agents cannot improve their performance unless 
they know where they need to grow.

One of the most prominent principles that diff erentiate conversation reviews from 
harsh quality controls is that conversation reviews look at all interactions equally, they 
don’t just comment on the bad (or good) examples. “That’s fi ne, continue” is great 
feedback that’s often left unsaid without regular conversation reviews.

3. QA FEELS INTIMIDATING

The negative connotations and the emphasis on producing high KPI scores feels 
daunting and makes working in customer service stressful. On the contrary, 
conversation reviews can boost team morale, especially when you do them in the 
form of peer reviews.

There’s a lot that agents can learn from each other. Getting insight into how their 
teammates handle real-life support situations helps to iron out inconsistencies in 
your team’s performance, and gives agents opportunities to share their product 
knowledge, clever workarounds, response templates, and other useful information 
with each other.

conversation reviews are like those dangly things on a stick - exciting!

CONVERSATION REVIEWS VS QUALITY ASSURANCE
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE DOESN’T REPRESENT ALL
THAT CONVERSATION REVIEWS STAND FOR

Proper conversation reviews play an essential role in successful training and 
onboarding programs, while quality assurance usually focuses on the support 
structures that are already in place and functioning.

Coaching has proven to be one of the most efficient means of getting new agents to 
the same level as the rest of the team. By letting newcomers tackle genuine support 
cases, backed with proper fallback arrangements and consistent feedback, you’ll build 
a powerful onboarding procedure for your customer service.

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE IS ALREADY COINED BY SOFTWARE QA

Last but not least, tech companies have been doing quality assurance for decades - 
but in other departments. Software testing is already known as QA, so let’s leave this 
term to them and avoid confusing it with customer service conversation reviews.

Though “customer service quality assurance” is a term that you might have come 
across here and there, it doesn’t do justice to the procedure. “Conversation review” is 
a more suitable name for providing internal feedback to customer service teams.

CONVERSATION REVIEWS VS QUALITY ASSURANCE
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Benefits of Conversation Reviews
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BENEFITS OF CONVERSATION REVIEWS

4 ways how companies benefit 
from Conversation Reviews

1. GAIN CONTROL OVER CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Problems with customer service quality usually start with managers not knowing 
what’s happening in their support teams. Clearly, you cannot really understand how 
agents talk to your customers unless you read their interactions and listen to their 
phone calls.

Besides that, routine conversation reviews are crucial if you want to improve the 
quality of your support. If your support KPIs are getting worse, or low from the get-go, 
you need to know what is causing it. 

Without conversation reviews, you cannot know whether, for example, your entire 
team is lacking empathy or if there are a few agents who are failing to provide correct 
solutions. As soon as you learn what your team’s areas of improvement are, you can 
start tackling them and you’ve got the control over your customer service back in your 
hands.

2. BRING CONSISTENCY TO YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY

Inconsistency in the quality of your customer service is a real nightmare. Customers 
are frustrated with getting different treatment every time they reach out to your 
support. If you want to reduce customer churn and keep your customers coming 
back, you need to continuously battle with inconsistencies in your support.

Your conversation review rating categories should reflect your customer service 
quality standards. Rating your interactions based on those aspects will help you 
ensure that all agents provide an even level of support across all platforms.
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Conversation reviews are the most efficient means of evenly raising the bar for 
your customer service quality across all support channels and agents.

3. INCREASE TEAM COHERENCE

Customer service is a team game. You can only succeed in this field if everybody 
works together towards the same goal: keeping your clients happy. 

However, you would be surprised to know how many people feel that they are the 
most (and probably the only) competent agents on your customer service team. Most 
support reps fight their individual battles and fail to see the opportunities for growth 
hiding in cooperation. 

Peer reviews are one of the best solutions to encourage team bonding. Allowing 
agents to see how well their teammates are handling their cases is a real eye-
opener. It’s a unique opportunity to learn from each other and share valuable product 
knowledge and tried-and-true support hacks.  

Conversation reviews conducted by managers or QA specialists play an important 
role in increasing team coherence, too. Knowing that all agents are meeting the same 
quality standards and working towards the same goal keeps your team in sync.

BENEFITS OF CONVERSATION REVIEWS

Make sure all your agents are offering customer service of the 
same quality. Review random samples of all agents’ conversations 
to understand if your customers are getting equal treatment 
regardless of the support rep they are talking to.

Bring consistency to the quality of your interactions across all 
customer service channels. Conduct internal evaluations for all 
conversations and rate them against the same quality standards.
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4. REPORT CUSTOMER SERVICE PERFORMANCE AND PROGRESS

Conversation reviews come with a number of benefits for reporting:

Make quality countable and comparable. Internal Quality Score 
(IQS) - the metric used in conversation reviews - allows you to track 
how support teams perform against your internal quality standards 
and compare it over time. The results are expressed as percentages 
and help you see whether the quality of your service is rising, falling, or 
standing still.

Find the sore points in your support. If you want to improve the 
quality of your customer service, especially when you notice a sudden 
drop in some of the indicators, you need to find what’s bringing the 
numbers down. Conversation reviews help you pinpoint the areas 
of communication your team needs to work on or the agents who 
need to up their game. This is the first step towards combating those 
weaknesses in your service. 

Measure the effect of your support efforts. Whether you’ve started 
with training sessions, implemented a new productivity app, or maybe 
raised your agents’ salaries, you (and probably other managers and 
execs) want to know how these ventures are paying off. IQS is an 
excellent way to investigate the connections between your support 
efforts and team performance. See which activities result in an uptick in 
your internal quality rating and learn what works best for your team.

Conversation reviews will give you a clear overview of how your team is doing. 
Your agents’ performance becomes easily trackable, countable and comparable 
over time.

BENEFITS OF CONVERSATION REVIEWS
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Customer Surveys and Internal Feedback
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Customer survey metrics result in an external judgment of your quality, rather than 
you setting the bar. If you want to maintain a consistent level of support quality - 
maybe even raise the bar - you need to find the right KPIs for your team. 

While most companies have mastered the art of collecting customer feedback, many 
support managers hesitate to use metrics like CSAT, CES, and NPS to report on their 
team’s performance. 

Letting customers be the sole judges of your customer service quality is flawed in 
many ways:

Customer feedback can be misleading. Most people use satisfaction 
surveys as a channel for expressing their attitudes towards your 
product and company, not just their customer service experience. For 
example, saying no to a feature request that is not on your product 
roadmap can yield negative ratings and comments.

Customers don’t understand the complex processes behind their 
inquiries. What may seem like a relatively simple support interaction 
might hide complex work behind the scenes. Customers often use 
feedback surveys to express their dissatisfaction with having to wait for 
a technical solution, even if support reps handled the issue swimmingly.

Customers don’t know your quality standards. Only internal 
evaluations are able to tell if your support interactions were handled 
correctly based on your company’s quality standards. In fact, 
sometimes customers might be satisfied with responses that fail to 
meet some of your internal criteria. 

Why customer feedback
(CSAT, NPS, CES) is not enough

CUSTOMER SURVEYS AND INTERNAL FEEDBACK
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Counterbalance your customers’ point of view by measuring Internal Quality Score 
(IQS), which refl ects how well your support team performs against your company’s 
quality standards. This way you will get the best of both worlds and capture a 
complete overview of your customer service quality.

Internal Quality Score (IQS) is the outcome of conversation reviews, expressed as 
a percentage. It adds up all ratings and divides the sum by the total number of 
categories. That is the score of an individual conversation. If you repeat the process 
with all your tickets or with a random sample of them, you’ll be able to calculate your 
average IQS for a specifi c period.

sweetspot

IQS totally

CUSTOMER SURVEYS AND INTERNAL FEEDBACK

Tip: Low CSAT and IQS results indicate that you need to improve the 
quality of your customer service.

Tip: If your CSAT is low but IQS is high, then your  customers are either 
leaving feedback to other parts of your business (e.g., product) or you 
need to raise your internal quality standards. 
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Setting Up Conversation Reviews



1. BUILD A VISION FOR YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE

Before you dive into evaluating your customer interactions, you need to know what 
you want your support experience to be like. Where do you position yourself on 
the scale from quick help providers and companies whose customer-facing team 
combines support, sales, and marketing?

There is no right or wrong answer to this question. All companies work with different 
products, resources and customer bases. So, what’s right for Facebook - i.e. offering 
close to no support - would not work for Help Scout who takes pride in the concept of 
support-driven growth.

Find answers to the following questions: who are we?; whom do we serve?; how do 
we serve them? These will help you find the right path for your support.

‘
2. DEFINE YOUR CONVERSATION REVIEW
RATING CATEGORIES AND SCORECARD

Break your company vision down into tangible goals and use them as your evaluation 
criteria to see if your support interactions hit the mark.

Make sure all your goals are represented in your scorecard. You will only gain control 
over those aspects of the conversation that you evaluate, so your scorecard lays 
down the groundwork for your support quality.

  

How to get started
with the process:

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS



3. SET UP YOUR CONVERSATION REVIEW PROCEDURE

Internal assessments should become a normal part of your everyday support life. 
Keep that in mind when you decide how the entire process will roll.

Defi ne how many conversations you are going to review. Set a 
percentage of the total volume as your goal, instead of a fi xed number 
of tickets, so as to keep your evaluations meaningful and comparable as 
your company grows. Most teams review 5-10% of their interactions.

Decide who should conduct conversation reviews. You can do peer 
reviews, self-reviews, manager reviews or use dedicated QA specialists 
for the task. Each of these approaches comes with its pros and cons, 
fi nd the form that suits your team the best.

Choose a conversation review tool or create a spreadsheet to 
manage your internal assessments. Support feedback comes with 
a lot of data, so spreadsheets will only work for smaller teams with 
manageable workloads. Dedicated review software automates some of 
the most time-consuming parts of the process like copy-pasting tickets 
and sending out notifi cations to everyone involved.

If you’ve created an effi  cient workfl ow for giving feedback to support agents, your 
team is more likely to participate in it. After all, conversation reviews only work if you 
really do them.

what a looker

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS



4. MAKE CONVERSATION REVIEWS SYSTEMATIC

Bear in mind that consistency is your key to success in internal support evaluations. 
To get a good picture of how your team is performing and to track those results over 
time, you need to approach internal assessments in a well-organized manner. 

These four rules will help you stay on track:

Always analyze a random sample of conversations. Looking at the 
amazingly good or the worst interactions will not give you a complete 
overview of your team’s performance. Most support cases fall between 
those two extremes and are handled OK. Don’t be afraid to say “That’s 
fi ne, continue”. It’s great feedback and reassures your agents that they 
are doing everything right.

Do conversation reviews across all customer service channels. 
Most companies use multiple support platforms these days. If you’re 
one of them, make sure you include all channels equally in your 
conversation reviews. This will help you maintain a consistent level of 
customer service quality, regardless of whether people contact you via 
phone, email, or live chat.

Be consistent. Conversation reviews are not a one-time project. It’s 
an ongoing process that helps you boost and maintain the quality of 
customer service. As your products and teams are likely to change over 
time, you need to constantly evaluate how your new hires and old-
timers are meeting your quality standards.

belly-rubs

quality

snacks

k-pop

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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5. MAKE USE OF YOUR REVIEW FEEDBACK

Before you start doing conversation reviews, map out how you will use the 
information that you collect in the process. Don’t do conversation reviews just for the 
sake of it.

Here are three examples of how to make the most out of
support conversation reviews:

Input for 1:1 meetings: Conversation reviews should be your primary 
source of information for giving feedback to your team. Find your 
agents’ areas of growth and set actionable and time-bound goals. Then 
see how your team starts to progress with every session.

Topics for self-reflection: Analyzing their own performance against 
internal quality standards is an integral part of agents’ professional 
growth. Give your team time to digest the feedback they’ve received.

Reporting Internal Quality Score (IQS): IQS is the perfect KPI to 
report to your managers, giving quantifiable insight into your support 
quality. See how it changes over time and relates to other metrics that 
your company follows.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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Conversation review to-do list

Define the problem that you’re solving.
e.g., do you want to boost your CSAT or improve your team’s product knowledge?

Decide who the reviewers are.
Choose between manager/QA specialist reviews, peer reviews, and self-reviews.

Create a conversation review scorecard:

Set up your rating categories.
Do it based on the goals you’ve set: e.g. if you’re working on your team’s
product knowledge, make sure to set up a category for that.

Decide which rating scale to use.
Options range from binary voting systems to rating scales
with 10 points and more.

Add weight to the rating categories that matter the most. 
This will have an impact on the total IQS calculation.

Decide where to manage your conversation review data. 
A spreadsheet might be enough for smaller companies. Larger teams
usually opt for a dedicated conversation review tool.

Document the conversation review procedure and communicate it to your 
company. 
Include all the necessary information starting from the problems you are solving 
to what agents will gain from it.

Launch, test, and iterate. 
Learn what works for your team and focus on that.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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Who should do the reviews?

MANAGER REVIEWS

These are the most common form of providing feedback in customer service. Team 
leads are responsible for assuring quality in their department; thus, they usually do 
the reviews. 

Pros: Team leads get a clear understanding of the service their agents 
are providing and can develop the right strategies to improve or 
maintain the quality of their support based on that.

Cons: Manager reviews are less suitable for large teams, as the 
conversation volume is too big for a single person to handle.

QA SPECIALIST REVIEWS 

These types of reviews are mostly used in large companies with a strong focus on the 
quality of customer service. 

Pros: Nobody has to do reviews in addition to their other duties. Having 
full-time employees for internal evaluations helps to keep the quality of 
all interactions consistent.

Cons: Hiring dedicated QA staff requires additional resources, so it’s 
often only feasible for well-established companies.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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PEER REVIEWS 

Peer reviews are the most time-efficient form of doing conversation reviews. By 
letting agents provide feedback on each other’s work, you’ll give them unique 
opportunities to learn from each other and share valuable information that only 
people with firsthand experience can give.

Pros: Peer reviews work well in small and large teams, and boost team 
coherence and cooperation in customer service.

Cons: Sometimes agents find it hard to accept that their peers’ 
communication style is different from theirs. So, they might mistake 
these dissimilarities for wrong answers.

SELF-REVIEWS 

Self-reviews are an essential part of agents’ professional growth. Moreover, a study 
found that assisted self-reviews increase customer satisfaction and can result in a 
5% increase in NPS.

Pros: Analyzing their own performance helps agents understand their 
communication patterns and gain control over the way they interact.

Cons: It is difficult to maintain consistency in customer service with 
self-reviews only. Usually, it is combined with other forms of feedback.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS



How many reviews should you do?

Most companies set review goals that are expressed as a percentage of the 
total ticket volume - usually about 5% to 10% of all cases. This helps scale 
conversation reviews as the company grows and keeps the results meaningful.

To get statistically relevant results, you need to pick a random sample of your 
total volume for review. So, instead of looking at the outstandingly good or terrible 
conversations (that most teams do anyway), systematic conversation reviews treat 
all cases equally. This way you will get an accurate and objective overview of your 
support interactions.

In addition to routine reviews with random samples, some companies aim to assess 
all tickets for specifi c periods of time. For example, PandaDoc provides feedback on all 
tickets for every new employee as a part of their onboarding process. This helps them 
fi ne-tune agents’ responses according to their company standards.

Tip: Distribute your review load among your team as peer reviews. With 
as little as 2-3 ticket reviews every day you will cover quite a large part 
of your total volume as a team eff ort.

that’s a can 

on a stick
that’s a can that’s a can that’s a can that’s a can that’s a can 

tickets 
reviewed

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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What you should rate and how to build 
your scorecard

You cannot reach your targets unless you keep track of your performance in these 
aspects. To see how your team is progressing towards your goals, make these 
assessments a part of your routine evaluations.

The majority of these support teams focus on:

1. the completeness and correctness of the solution; 
2. empathy/tone expressed in interactions; 
3. accuracy in product knowledge.

You should always think twice before adding rating categories that are not defined 
as your support goals. Focus on what matters to your team and company, and don’t 
burden your reviews with details that are less relevant. 

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS

of our customers use between two 
to four rating categories for their 
internal conversation reviews, 
according to a study by Klaus76%

Represent each of your customer 
service goals as at least one rating 
category in your scorecard

RULE OF
THUMB
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So, before deciding on a scorecard template, think about what your team’s internal 
evaluation system should look like. Conversation review scorecards usually consist of 
the following components:

RATING CATEGORIES THAT REFLECT YOUR SUPPORT GOALS

 1-2 rating categories per target is usually enough. 
 

For example, if you aim to polish your agents’ product knowledge, 
include an assessment criterion for that. If you are worried that your 
support interactions feel cold and unfriendly, include a category for 
“empathy”, and maybe also “appropriate opening and closing lines”.

PRIORITIZED RATING CATEGORIES

Give more weight to categories that play a crucial role in your customer service and 
that should have more impact on the Internal Quality Score calculation.

For example, most companies put more focus on providing correct 
product information than assessing agents’ grammar.

REASONABLE RATING SCALE

 The scoring system used in internal evaluations has to be easily understandable to all 
reviewers. This ensures that everyone assesses tickets in the same manner. 

For this reason, many support teams have regular calibration sessions 
where they rate and discuss tickets together. This helps to align 
reviewers’ scoring techniques.

Some smaller teams are able to manage this process in spreadsheets, while larger 
teams turn to conversation review tools that help them build scorecards and manage 
their conversation reviews more efficiently.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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Here’s an overview of the most common rating scales used in customer service. See 
which one aligns best with your internal evaluation goals, organizational structure, 
and team vibe.

2-POINT RATING SCALES

Binary rating scales allow reviewers to give only negative or positive assessments. 
There are no in-betweens, as the answer can only be right or wrong. Some teams use 
the possibility to skip some rating categories without skewing the review results.

Pros: Reviewers cannot misinterpret the evaluation range, so the 
results of this type of assessments are easily comparable.

Cons: This scoring system doesn’t cater for more nuanced 
conversations that were, for example, correct but not perfect.

3-POINT RATING SCALES

The 3-point rating scale adds a “neutral” option to the otherwise black and white 
rating system. This gives the reviewers the possibility to say that the agent’s response 
was not good nor bad; it was OK.

Pros: This rating scale allows to differentiate between responses that 
were amazing, horrible, and OK. “That’s fine, continue” is great feedback 
that reassures the agent that they are doing everything right. 

Cons: It is tempting to rush through the review process and rate 
everything as OK to avoid giving difficult feedback.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS

Which scoring system to use?
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4-POINT RATING SCALES

The 4-point rating scale is a detailed version of the binary rating system. It pushes 
reviewers to choose between positive and negative scores without a neutral option. 
However, it allows reviewers to distinguish between horrible and weak; acceptable 
and exceptional.

Pros: Allows managers to report contrasts like how many agents were 
good vs bad in certain aspects of their interactions without drawing 
misleading conclusions due to neutral scores that wouldn’t belong to 
either side of the scale.

Cons: The system lacks a midpoint for tickets that are not entirely bad 
or good.
 

5-POINT RATING SCALES

5-point scales provide a more nuanced overview of customer conversations than 
systems with fewer options for evaluation. It usually consists of two negatives, one 
neutral, and two positive options like “excellent”, “good”, “OK”, “bad”, “awful”.

Pros: The 5-point rating scale allows reviewers to distinguish between 
the aspects of the conversation that agents handled splendidly and 
those that were correct but contained room for improvement.

Cons: It is difficult to keep assessments coherent because people tend 
to have different understandings of what counts as bad or very bad, 
good or very good. Occasional calibration exercises are necessary to 
make sure everybody gives ratings based on the same criteria.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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7-POINT RATING SCALES 

Seven-point evaluations are a more detailed version of the 5-point ratings. The 
positive and negative sides of the scales consist of three sub-ratings interpreted like, 
for example,  “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, “neutral”, “bad”, “very bad”, “horrible”.

Pros: With three choices of intensity on both sides of the spectrum and 
a neutral option in the middle, the 7-point rating scale covers (almost) 
all imaginable support tickets.

Cons: This system requires constant calibration to avoid biased 
conversation review results. What one reviewer interprets as 
“exceptional” might feel like “very good” or just “good” to others.

11-POINT RATING SCALES

11-point scales are there to give reviewers very detailed options for evaluating agents’ 
interactions. However, the results are usually interpreted in two steps: first, analysts 
group similar scores together and then calculate ratios on 3- or 5-point scales. This 
way, options like “exceptional”, and “awesome” are translated into a single “very good”.

Pros: Reviewers give ratings as numerical scores, rather than 
semantically expressed options. Some people find it easier to score 
tickets like that.

Cons: It is nearly impossible to make sure that reviewers interpret rating 
points in the same manner - and they are not expected to do so. That’s 
why detailed scores are later interpreted as generalized 3- or 5-point 
ratings.

SETTING UP CONVERSDATION REVIEWS
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Common Mistakes



Common mistakes

REVIEWING ONLY THE OUTSTANDINGLY BAD/GOOD CONVERSATIONS

Most cases are handled OK and never make it to these lists, which means that the 
majority of your interactions will never be reviewed. However, to get an accurate 
picture of your team’s performance, you need to look at all conversations equally.

USING TOO MANY RATING CATEGORIES

Though you know there are dozens of things that can go wrong in customer 
interactions, it doesn’t necessarily mean that you have to create rating criteria for 
each of those hypothetical cases. Use a scorecard that is short and to the point to 
keep reviews efficient. 
 

LOOKING ONLY AT SPECIFIC CUSTOMER SERVICE CHANNELS

It might be easier to review conversations held on some support platforms than 
others - for example, listening to phone calls might sound like a real hassle compared 
to reading emails. However, if you aim to keep the quality of your customer service 
at an even level, you should review conversations held on different channels equally. 
Your customers will appreciate it. 

NOT FOLLOWING UP ON CONVERSATION REVIEWS

Simply scoring tickets is not enough for it to be considered constructive feedback. 
Discuss each agent’s areas of growth in regular 1:1 meetings and use them as 
personal goals for the next period. Track your team’s IQS as well as each individual 
member’s IQS through time to spot any topics you need to pay attention to.

COMMON MISTAKES
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Summary
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7 Steps to sum it up

Start by setting goals for your customer service. Your internal quality 
evaluation procedures should always align with your overall targets.

Understand the role of conversation reviews. Regular feedback is an essential 
part of improving the quality of customer service and keeping it on a consistently 
high level. It’s also great for onboarding new agents to your team. 

Use a scorecard that suits your team’s needs. This will be the basis for your 
conversation reviews, so make sure it covers all the areas that are important to 
you.

There are different forms of reviews (not just those done by managers). 
Manager reviews, QA specialist reviews, peer and self-reviews all have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. See which one works best for your team. 

Score conversations in meaningful rating categories. Keep rating criteria 
closely tied to your support goals to stay on the right track.

Maintain conversations efficiently. Smaller teams might be satisfied with 
spreadsheets but don’t forget to upgrade to a dedicated conversation review tool 
when it no longer works for you.

Root for conversation reviews in your company. Explain the reasons behind 
doing conversation reviews to keep agents from guessing what these could be 
(and coming up with absurd scenarios). Share how your team can utilize internal 
assessments for their personal professional growth, too.

SUMMARY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Conversation Review Tools
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Customer service quality
assurance software solutions

Conversation review tools save time spent on manual work related to the daily 
upkeep of the system. That’s why more and more teams prefer to use dedicated 
tools, instead of managing their reviews in spreadsheets.

Most support QA tools integrate with the largest help desk software providers and 
are thus able to automatically pull tickets in for review. Compliance with your current 
service platforms is definitely a must when choosing your conversation review tool. 

Besides the ability to connect with your support software, there are a number of other 
things conversation review tools can do for you, such as:

Thing 1 Help you detect the conversations that need your attention and 
create random samples for review;

Thing 2 Facilitate custom scorecards to make sure that your rating 
categories reflect your internal quality standards;

Thing 3 Notify agents about the feedback they’ve received;

Thing 4 Track your support team’s performance with
Internal Quality Score.

 

Conversation review tools help you keep an eye on your customer service team’s 
performance. You’ll immediately notice any drops in your support quality and can 
correct the course before it’s too late.

CONVERSATION REVIEW TOOLS

less time spent on support QA with 
conversation review tools like Klaus.70%



Mister Klaus Klausington sends his regards
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